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Ellis Nester Left a 

Valve Open!













They want you to 
lead a Root Cause 

Analysis



Ellis Nester 
left a valve 

open!
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No Blame

Required Introspection





Ellis Nester 
left a valve 

open!



What thoughts or feelings are 
you experiencing right now?

Please use the CHAT box.







We have it all figured 
out.  You can leave 

tomorrow morning!



The 5 Items

Problem Statement
Schematic

Relationship
Sequence
Oddities



The 3 Ps

People Evidence
Physical Evidence
Paper Evidence



Why might “ignorance” be so 
important when trying to 

understand the causes of a 
serious incident?

Please us the CHAT box.







Something wrong 
Nelms?



I need a second 
ignorant person!



RAGE!











My name is Nirmal!



The 5 Items

Problem Statement
Schematic

Relationship
Sequence
Oddities
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RAGE!



RAGE!
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Isolation Valve

Let’s do a 
test!





Not even ONE tube burst!



“Your pain is the 
breaking of the shell 
that encloses your 

understanding.”
Kahlil Gibran, the Prophet

Expertise

Ignorance

Understanding

No pain, no gain.
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“Your pain is the 
breaking of the shell 
that encloses your 

understanding.”
Kahlil Gibran, the Prophet

Ignorance

Understanding

No pain, no gain.



What thoughts are going 
through you mind at this 

point?

Please us the CHAT box.









Looks closed 
to me!



That’s exactly 
what I thought!

Looks closed 
to me!





What REALLY Happened?



1. Operator A cracked-open isolation-valve months 

prior to incident.
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sample at lower valve – opened valve but 

nothing came out.
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1. Operator A cracked-open isolation-valve months 

prior to incident.

2. Operator A takes routine samples at lower valve.

3. Day prior to explosion, Operator A could not get 

sample at lower valve – opened valve but 

nothing came out.

4. Operator A requested maintenance on valve.

5. Maintenance crew arrives near shift-end, and 

disassembles valve, thinking that upper valve is 

closed (as it should have been).

6. Shift ends, and maintenance leaves without 

finishing repair (with bonnet laying on ground).

7. Frozen water inside valve thaws enough to allow 

H2 to escape and ignite.

H2 H2

Isolation Valve

Lower Valve



Blame is very close to the “root cause” 

of all our problems.

Embrace the mantra:  No blame, 

required introspection from all.



It’s our biases that cause our 

problems.

Make sure to tap into ignorance.  Its 

value is inestimable.



Painless learning is not learning at all.

The shell must crack for profound 
learning to have occurred.



It’s almost never what it seems to be on 
the surface.

When something goes wrong in our lives, 
there’s an EPIC STORY that is begging to 

be revealed.
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Ellis Nester Left a 

Valve Open!



Questions?

Comments?



Breakout Session

Please spend 15 minutes (total) to discuss and then rate your site’s status on 
each of the following (0 to 5, 5=high).  Ask for each person’s response and then 
determine your groups’ average for each question.

• How prevalent is BLAME in your workplace?
• How often does your site intentionally tap into IGNORANCE to help understand 
why things go wrong?
• Do your causal learning exercises acknowledge the need for constructive PAIN 
in order to achieve breakthrough growth?
• How often do you feel that your site reveals the EPIC STORY behind the things 
that go wrong?

At the end of the 15 minutes, we’ll re-convene and share each group’s responses, 
one bullet at a time.


